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Overview of RPKI validation
Research Question

- Are RPKI cache servers consistent?
  - Why or why not?
  - How does this effect validation?
Methodology

1. Collect trust anchor repository access logs
2. Synthesize access method and server identities
3. Analyze
Synchronization Access Method
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RPKI Cache Server Population
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Cache Server Differences

Differences per RIR - Measured over nine cache servers
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Auxiliary Work:
RPKI Cache and Router Discovery

- Internet Survey
  - rpki-rtr / TCP / 323
  - rpki-rtr TLS / TCP / 324
  - Routinator / TCP / 8282 (documentation example)
  - Junos / TCP / 2222 / "no problem here"
- Passive DNS survey
  - rpki*, [-.]rpki*
  - rsync traffic flows to trust anchors
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